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JAMES WRIGHT
A FIELD SYMPOSIUM

JAMES WRIGHT: A FIELD SYMPOSIUM
It is now exactly forty years since James Wright, in The
Branch Will Not Break (1963), reinvented himself as a poet and in
the process helped American poetry discover a dazzling new set
of possibilities. Although Wright's first two books, The Green Wall
(1957) and Saint Judas (1959), manifest the musicality and the
enormous compassion for the poor and dispossessed that were to
characterize his whole career, their almost dutiful adherence to
rhyming iambics signals his apprenticeship to poets like Edwin
Arlington Robinson and Thomas Hardy. But the laconic freeverse line in which he began to compose in the Sixties, coupled
with the visionary intensity that he and his friend Robert Bly
were absorbing through their translation of such poets as Pablo
Neruda and Georg Trakl, allowed him to break through into a
strikingly distinctive voice and vision. Its influence was so per¬
vasive that it can be a bit difficult to recognize now just how rev¬
olutionary this work was. The anniversary seems an appropriate
moment to reassess Wright's achievement as measured by the
generation of poets who followed him.
In our usual practice, we have invited a number of poets to
choose a favorite poem for commentary. Strikingly, most of them
opted to discuss, not the poems of the 1960s that remain Wright's
best-known work, but poems from the last three books. Two Citi¬
zens (1973), To a Blossoming Pear Tree (1977), and This Journey
(1982). In various ways, these essays demonstrate that binary
ways of classifying and understanding Wright's work simply
don't do justice to their complex nuances and ambiguities. As
several point out, in the final decade of his life the Ohio of steel
mills and high school football is intercut with the Italy of the pi¬
azza and the olive grove — and, as Angie Estes says, each equal¬
ly becomes the occasion for rapturous transfiguration. Wright's
late work is often his most personal, achieving an almost weight¬
less sense of simplicity and transparence — and at the same time
it resonates with a profoundly metaphysical vision. More than
two decades after his death, James Wright's poetry remains a re¬
markable achievement, acutely alert to the possibilities of human
feeling and intelligence in a world both sweet and suffering.
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AS I STEP OVER A PUDDLE AT THE END OF WINTER,
I THINK OF AN ANCIENT CHINESE GOVERNOR
And how can /, born in evil days
And fresh from failure, ask a kindness of Fate?
—Written A.D. 819

Po Chu-i, balding old politician,
What's the use?
I think of you.
Uneasily entering the gorges of the Yang-Tze,
When you were being towed up the rapids
Toward some political job or other
In the city of Chungshou.
You made it, I guess.
By dark.
But it is 1960, it is almost spring again,
And the tall rocks of Minneapolis
Build me my own black twilight
Of bamboo ropes and waters.
Where is Yuan Chen, the friend you loved?
Where is the sea, that once solved the whole loneliness
Of the Midwest? Where is Minneapolis? I can see nothing
But the great terrible oak tree darkening with winter.
Did you find the city of isolated men beyond mountains?
Or have you been holding the end of a frayed rope
For a thousand years?
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David Young
LOCATION, LOCATION, LOCATION
I have chosen the opening poem from The Branch Will Not
Break because what was most important to me about this book
and James Wright's other book from the Sixties, Shall We Gather at
the River, I now realize, was the way they began to fill in the big
blank map of Middle America. They mentioned places I had
been, and places I knew about, and places I could imagine and
might visit. They tended to be specific about the seasons, and
they sometimes mentioned the year. And that particularity of ref¬
erence, which I now can see was drawn mainly from the Chinese
tradition, helped reverse an aversion to regionalism that had
dominated American poetry in the Fifties. It made the Midwest
seem like an authentic place for poets and poems, an area where
newness was possible and even welcome. New England and New
York had been written about. (Yes, Virginia, there is a Quaker
graveyard in Nantucket; and Frank O'Hara has just learned that
Lana Turner has collapsed.) Florida had had some attention, ditto
the West Coast. But who had ever located a poem in Fargo, North
Dakota, or Martins Ferry, Ohio, or Moundsville, West Virginia?
Wright did not do this single-handedly, of course. Robert Bly
was matching him, as they exchanged poems in Minnesota, an
echo of the friendship Po Chu-i had with Yuan Chen. Theodore
Roethke, Wright's sometime teacher and colleague, had already
written his Michigan greenhouse poems, and was producing his
North American sequence out in Washington. William Stafford
was writing about Kansas, where he grew up, and Oregon, where
he had gone to teach. Philip Levine was starting to write about
his years in Detroit. It was an exciting time for a poet in the Mid¬
west, or from the Midwest.
A number of these poets were better known for their experi¬
ments with "deep images." These were supposed to surface pow¬
erfully from the unconscious and to consolidate the work of sur¬
realists and expressionists in other countries (Spain, Germany,
Chile, France). They carried a certain abstractness with them
(since the unconscious was thought to be a collective well of im¬
ages and archetypes, a spiritus mundi of the human species). They
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could be powerful, but they could also, as in the second poem in
The Branch Will Not Break, feel arbitrary and a little dislocated:
Mother of roots, you have not seeded
The tall ashes of loneliness
For me. Therefore,
Now I go.
If I knew the name,
Your name, all trellises of vineyards and old fire
Would quicken to shake terribly my
Earth, mother of spiraling searches, terrible
Fable of calcium, girl.
("Goodbye to the Poetry of Calcium")
I suspect I'm not the only person who finds this a little preten¬
tious and hollow by now. It created excitement at the time, but by
itself it was too disconnected from everyday experience to
achieve a lasting value.
In and around the deep images, however, poets like Wright
and Bly and Stafford (and certainly Roethke and Levine) were in¬
troducing a useful counterweight to that abstractness and uni¬
versality, a specifying of American places and American mean¬
ings. Where they were and what that meant to them could
become, perhaps should become, relevant information. In a way,
it was a revival of the regionalist modernism of William Carlos
Williams, crossed with European and Latin American experi¬
ments, and it made for an exciting mix.
But its newness was, as is so often the case, also an oldness;
it was distinctly modeled on the classical Chinese lyric. Gary Sny¬
der had used it in his early poems too, directly emulating Chinese
poetry in poems like "Mid-August at Sourdough Mountain Look¬
out" and "The Late Snow & Lumber Strike of the Summer of
Fifty-Four," the first two titles in his 1959 book Riprap.
So far as I know, Wright never did any translating of classi¬
cal Chinese poets, though he acknowledged his love of their work
in a short talk he gave in 1977 (Collected Prose, 123-5). Arthur
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Waley's biography of Po Chu-i, along with the extremely sympa¬
thetic translations of that poet that Waley left us, obviously made
a deep impression on him. He opens The Branch Will Not Break by
acknowledging, with this poem, his firm sense of connection with
the Chinese tradition. The poem's long title, itself reminiscent of
Chinese practice, where information about the poem's location
and occasion were often presented, is the first clue to the idea of
deliberate grounding in place and time that Wright was to pursue
off and on throughout this and his subsequent collections.
That gesture took some bravado, for it went against the stan¬
dard notions of poetic excellence that had been promulgated by
New Criticism. The New Critics taught me to love literature, but
they did not have much use for context. In pursuit of the univer¬
sality of the text they liked to strip away information about when
and where the poem was written, as well as biographical detail
about the poet. Information about the poem's circumstances was
supposed to be distracting, the kind of thing that would preoccu¬
py pedants and weigh the poem down with footnotes and bio¬
graphical information.
But poems are born in and of the moment. There you are in
Minneapolis. You step over a puddle in late winter, and sudden¬
ly you think of Po Chu-i. The connection of then and now, pud¬
dle and poet, is important, releasing meaning and energy, and so
are the circumstances that make it possible, the two ends of the
rope, so to speak. The puddle in Minneapolis is the foul rag-andbone shop of the heart; if you neglect your inspiration's origins,
you may falsify its results.
The classical Chinese poets realized this; as they moved
around, sometimes exiled and sometimes assigned to desirable
postings, they met and parted and wrote each other letters and
poems about their travels and experiences. Wherever they lived,
they looked around them, made observations about the weather,
the people, the vegetation and landscape, and put what they saw
into their poems. As Wright said in his little talk, "they share an
abiding radiance, a tenderness for places and persons and for
other living creatures. They seem to have saved their souls in the
most violent circumstances" (124).
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Gradually, through the years, they filled in the map of their
country with rich emotional associations that are still available to
us. Here is a lake that one poet loved and wrote about. Here's a
mountain slope where another had his cottage. Here's the city
where three poets met on the outskirts, during a time of war, for
a reunion of one night of eating and drinking. Poetry and life
wove themselves together, again and again, enriching each other
in a cherished tradition. The value of that process seems obvious
enough when you think about it, but it was mostly foreign to the
American poetry of the Fifties.
Translating the Chinese practice into the terms of our cul¬
ture, our place and time, then, was an act of courage and imagi¬
nation. Wright exposes himself to ridicule, especially by telling
us the year, 1960, and the place, Minneapolis. Excuse me? Is that a
fashionable place to locate a poem? I remember a British reviewer
making fun of Galway Kinnell because he talked about walking
out to his mailbox. Who cares? was the obvious implication. That
sort of thing might be excusable in the Lake District, or down in
the dingles of Wales or Yorkshire, but rural Vermont?
But I was launched into delight by those gestures. I knew the
tall rocks of Minneapolis. I loved encountering them again in a
poem. I had thought, often, about the great sea that once covered
the Midwest. Here was someone else whose imagination it had
preoccupied. If my experience could link up with Wright's, it
could link up with Po Chu-i's as well. We were all in this thing to¬
gether.
Wright's poem is about depression, a problem he was peri¬
odically facing as he worked on this collection. But it is also about
connection, about the way that poems can have an immediacy of
time and place and, simultaneously, a lastingness. Maybe
Wright's moment of "black twilight" will still be around in a
thousand years. A certain comfort emerges from that thought, a
bleak sense of satisfaction. The "great terrible oak tree" (I do wish
sometimes that Wright had been more careful about his choice of
adjectives and adverbs, not to mention his over-reliance on them)
has of course an implicit survival power. It may darken with win¬
ter, but it will be around for many seasons to come. So temporal-
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ity has its own forms of vitality and survival, oak trees and
poems, and a strange beauty emerges from the thought. The
poem is depressed, but not depressing.
The tall ashes of loneliness will show up in the next poem,
and we are off on a course that veers wildly, we might say, be¬
tween Minneapolis/Po Chu-i, on the one hand, and the mother of
roots on the other. Wright mentions many places — the Shreve
High football stadium; Pine Island, Minnesota; Bridgeport, Ohio;
Mansfield; Buckeye Lake; the South Dakota border; the highway
to Rochester, Minnesota. He often, as I've said, specifies dates:
1961, 1932, 1942, 1960, 1959. And his characters are often very
specific: the ruptured night watchman of Wheeling Steel; William
Duffy; Minnegan Leonard; the half-educated sheriff of Mukilteo,
Washington. The point is not so much the documentation of
places and moments and people; it is more the way those refer¬
ences help create a context that shows us the place and the time,
that anchors the best images in a resplendent reality:
I am growing old.
An owl rises
From the cutter bar
Of a hayrake.
("A Message Hidden in an Empty Wine Bottle That I
Threw into a Gully of Maple Trees One Night at an In¬
decent Hour")

In a pine tree,
A few yards away from my window sill,
A brilliant blue jay is springing up and down, up and down.
On a branch.
("Two Hangovers")

Under the water tower at the edge of town
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A huge Airedale ponders a long ripple
In the grass fields beyond.
("To the Evening Star: Central Minnesota")

As the plump squirrel scampers
Across the roof of the corncrib.
The moon suddenly stands up in the darkness.
And I see that it is impossible to die.
("Today I Was Happy, So I Made This Poem")
To me these images are "deep" because they have what images in
Chinese poems often have, what Japanese haiku have as well: a
universality and memorability that stem from their authenticity
of observation. They capture an individual moment without or¬
nament or distortion, and preserve its meaning, unfolding the
timelessness that hides away in time, time's very opposite wait¬
ing like a seed within.
To read and enjoy The Branch Will Not Break and Shall We
Gather at the River, I have to skirt around some sentimentality,
self-pity, oracular pronouncements, and dated politics. But as I
do I find, again and again, that Wright's observation, his joy in
the world around him, his understanding of how the Chinese and
Japanese poets worked and lived and thought, are sustaining el¬
ements that bring me back and reassure me about my original en¬
thusiasm.
And here we are, forty years on, still tinkering with the
model Wright adopted from the Chinese and adapted to Ohio
and Minnesota and the Dakotas. Think of how wonderfully
Charles Wright has been able to elaborate on the same model. I
myself made the connection between the Chinese classics and the
Midwestern Sixties, I think, when a former student sent me a
draft of an article that discussed, among some poems by other
poets, a poem of mine from around 1980 called " Hunting for
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Mushrooms in Orange Country." He noted that my poem, with
its place names and its evocation of landscape, was obviously de¬
rived from James Wright. That hadn't really occurred to me, as I
considered that my model (like Charles Wright's, in whose "back
yard," effectively, I wrote that lyric) had really been the Chinese.
We were both right, of course. The Chinese poets gave us the tem¬
plate. James Wright, like Gary Snyder and William Stafford and
Robert Bly, showed us how it could be adapted to our own sur¬
roundings. We're indebted to him, and to his compatriots.
If I could talk to Du Fu or Bo Chu-i or any of those long-ago
poets of the Tang Dynasty, I think I could show him "As I Step
Over a Puddle," or, say, the poem titled "From a Bus Window in
Central Ohio, Just Before a Thunder Shower," and he would nod
with understanding and approval.
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LYING IN A HAMMOCK AT WILLIAM DUFFY'S FARM
IN PINE ISLAND, MINNESOTA
Over my head, I see the bronze butterfly,
Asleep on the black trunk,
Blowing like a leaf in green shadow.
Down the ravine behind the empty house.
The cowbells follow one another
Into the distances of the afternoon.
To my right.
In a field of sunlight between two pines,
The droppings of last year's horses
Blaze up into golden stones.
I lean back as the evening darkens and comes on.
A chicken hawk floats over, looking for home.
I have wasted my life.
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Gail Mazur
VIEW FROM A HAMMOCK
This poem has been one of my favorites since I first read it, at
the height of Wright's favor among American poets in the late '70s.
In subsequent readings, of course, the jolt of the last line's Rilkean
melodrama of despair would lessen — or the surprise would —
but not the exquisite economy of the poem's observations.
Wright seems to speak from a "lucky life" — he is intimately
befriended (by William Duffy), able to "he" relaxed in the pas¬
toral beauty of his friend's farm, far from the getting and spend¬
ing world with its harsh reminders of failure, of disappointment.
Clearly, as he luxuriates, he loves what he sees, he loves the see¬
ing, the "field of sunlight," the bronze and golden and musical
(the cowbells) afternoon.
Yet the despair of the last line is prepared for from the first, its
authenticity earned. As I read it, every image, each figure, con¬
tributes to the sense of attrition, of endings, leading to the seem¬
ingly bi-polar leap — or plunge — in mood. The butterfly is
"bronze," cast, fixed, but — asleep in the dark night of a black
trunk — it's also fragile, blown like a leaf. The house is "empty,"
and backs on a ravine, a gorge formed by erosion. Cowbells (com¬
mon name, actually, of a flower, bladder campion) move away into
the distance, going in one direction, away, and into the afternoon, a
haunting recessional. (Henry James' "summer afternoon," his idea
of the language's most beautiful phrase, is not Wright's, although
the poem tricks us into believing it may be!) Even last year's lumi¬
nous horse droppings — manure — are golden stone: once organ¬
ic, now fixed and unchanging as bronze is. And then, on into the
dark evening, and the chicken hawk, looking for home, not finding
it here in the poem, not "coming home," not landing. As Wright is
not home, literally or figuratively.
I have wasted my life. When you must say something so raw,
so naked, to frame it so that it's not merely self-indulgent, not
merely bathetic — well, it hardly seems possible. What "Lying in
a Hammock..." does is follow the way the writer's mind is work¬
ing, the way his eye works and the rich mind interprets the im¬
ages, and the images accumulate to force the overwhelming feel-
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ing of hopelessness to the surface, to the poem's end. I never fail
to be seduced by the first twelve lines, by their modest perfection,
never fail to be convinced by the last. Like the poems of Elizabeth
Bishop, this poem reminds that even in the paralysis of despair, a
desolation that seems, among other effects, to make writing in¬
conceivable, one can look outward. And in looking outward,
making may begin. Exhilarating, radiant, what James Wright
made in his dark night.
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THE LAST PIET A, IN FLORENCE
The whole city
Is stone, even
Where stone
Doesn't belong.
What is that old
Man's public face
Doing sorrowing.
Secretly a little,
A little above and
A little back from
A limp arm?
What is that stone
Doing sorrowing
Where stone
Doesn't belong?
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Angie Estes
WHERE STONE DOESN'T BELONG
James Wright's To a Blossoming Pear Tree opens with a poem
about redwing blackbirds and the sewer pipe along the Ohio
River, subjects familiar to any reader of Wright's work. The sec¬
ond poem in the book, however, "One Last Look at the Adige:
Verona in the Rain," offers a startling juxtaposition; the speaker
addresses the river that flows through Verona:
Oh, stay with me a little longer in the rain,
Adige.
Now, Adige, flow on.
Adige, river on earth.
Only you can hear
A half-witted angel drawling Ohioan
In the warm Italian rain.
How unlikely, it might seem, that the singer of the beauty of the
rushing sewer main in Martins Ferry, Ohio, would be at home in —
even intimate with and perhaps transfigured by — Italy. Or to para¬
phrase a poem from Wright's previous book. Two Citizens, what is an
Ohio poet doing in Italy, where Ohio poets don't belong?
Discussions of contemporary poetry frequently rely on the
common polarization of poets into those who write about "life"
and those who write about art and the mind, a particularly Amer¬
ican obsession which long predates critic Philip Rahv's classifica¬
tion of American writers into "redskins" and "palefaces." Almost
twenty-five years after his death, James Wright continues to be
read primarily as the poet of the world around us, of life as it is
lived in the natural, social, and economic realms — especially of
American life, often sordid or deadening, in all of its quotidian
beauty. This monolithic rendering of Wright's work, evident in
the selection of poems repeatedly included in anthologies, con¬
tinues despite the fact that increasingly in his later books — Two

Citizens (1973), To A Blossoming Pear Tree (1977), and This Journey
(1982) — as well as in his many late prose pieces, writings about
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America (especially Ohio) and Europe (especially Italy) live side
by side. For the writer — and reader — of these works, Italy and
America are next-door neighbors, constantly dropping in on each
other without a moment's notice. Wright is, of course, the poet of
the sewer pipes of Ohio, along with its whorehouses, its disen¬
franchised and its outcasts, but he is equally the poet of Giotto, of
the river Adige, of Verona, of the statue of the Vestal in the
Forum, and of Michelangelo's final Pieta.
"The Last Pieta, in Florence" is not considered to be one of
Wright's greatest poems; in fact, I haven't been able to discover
any critical discussion of the poem at all. This seems strange, for
not only is the poem an amazing sleight of hand, but it embodies
— in a moment, in a glance — that visionary transformation, that
moment of change and epiphany so central to Wright's work. The
occasion for the poem is, of course, the viewing of a work of art:
one of Michelangelo's last sculptures, a Pieta in which Christ's
falling body is caught halfway to the ground and held by the tri¬
umvirate figures of the Madonna, Mary Magdalene, and Nicodemus. The tallest, standing body of the sculpture — whose face be¬
comes the focus of Wright's poem — is the hooded figure of
Nicodemus, widely believed to be a self-portrait of Michelange¬
lo, and the sculpture itself, now standing in the Museo dell'Opera
del Duomo in Florence, was probably intended by Michelangelo
to decorate his tomb.
Even as the figures in this sculpture struggle to place Christ's
body in the realm to which it belongs — the fall to earth? the as¬
cent to heaven? — so in this fifteen-line poem comprised of one
declarative sentence and two questions, Wright juxtaposes the
public and private worlds of human experience and in doing so
interrogates and re-envisions what it is to belong. The beginning
of the poem postulates the existence of two worlds that are sepa¬
rate and acknowledges the distinction between the public and the
private, between the world of "stone" and the world of belong¬
ing: "The whole city/ Is stone, even/ Where stone/ Doesn't be¬
long." The question posed for the reader at this point is where is
it that stone "Doesn't belong," and the next lines of the poem
offer an answer:
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What is that old
Man's public face
Doing sorrowing,
Secretly a little,
A little above and
A little back from
A limp arm?
In other words, the public world is a realm of "stone" — impen¬
etrable, unyielding, immovable, incapable of being moved; it is a
world of boundaries and barriers. In the private, secret world of
human experience and feeling, on the other hand, the world in¬
volved with "sorrowing," one is vulnerable, open to being moved
and swayed, but this is also a world in which one can therefore
"belong" since, by definition, to belong is to yield boundaries.
In encountering this work of art, the speaker of the poem
thus confronts the problem addressed in poem after poem of
James Wright: how to get the world of things, the world of the in¬
tractable — of "stone" — to yield to human experience and imag¬
ination, to somehow be transformed. And given the dualities ac¬
knowledged by the poem, what happens is miraculous: a
"public" (stone) face has entered the realm of "sorrowing." More¬
over, this transformative transgression of boundaries has oc¬
curred by means of a sculpture, a work of art. By the end of the
poem, stone is not only in the world of human feeling and sor¬
row, where it doesn't "belong," but it belongs where it previous¬
ly did not: the stone itself is "sorrowing": "What is that stone/
Doing sorrowing/ Where stone/ Doesn't belong?" This transfor¬
mation is underscored by the language of the poem as the noun
sorrow
affinity of

metamorphoses into a verb, "sorrowing," while the
stone" and "sorrow" is suggested throughout by the

assonance of their long "o" sounds. Likewise, the capital letters at
the beginning of the lines make each stroke of the poem more em¬
phatic as the poem takes shape like a chiseled block of marble.
Even the solidity of the declarative opening lines "Where stone/
Doesn t belong yields in the repeated final lines to a question:
"Where stone/ Doesn't belong?"
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One of the things that makes this poem so moving is that the
epiphany of the speaker in the poem and the epiphany of the
reader occur simultaneously. That this is most often the defining
moment in a James Wright poem might lead one to suggest that
Wright is essentially a religious poet who believes in the redemp¬
tive power of epiphany. Whether by means of the transformative
effects of compassion (as in "Saint Judas," another poem that
uses the image of the Pieta in its final lines) or of art — or in the
case of this poem, both: Michaelangelo's sculpture, titled after the
Italian pieta, meaning pity or compassion — not just stone, but
the stone at the center of the human heart (see again "Saint
Judas") can be made to sorrow, to belong. (One might say, in fact,
that "The Last Pieta" turns on and turns on its head the old say¬
ing "a heart of stone.") The unasked yet surely posed question at
the end of the poem is this: If art can fill stone with sorrow, what
might it do for a human heart?
That James Wright is a poet of art does not mean that he is
any less the poet of "Beautiful Ohio," and I would argue, in fact,
that the central act of the poem "Beautiful Ohio" — in which the
speaker sits alone on a railroad tie above the Martins Ferry sewer
main, watching the "solid speed" of the thousands of residents
spill out — and the central act of "The Last Pieta" are essentially
the same: someone in a public place engages in a secret act that
results in an epiphany whereby the public and the private be¬
come one. This, Wright's "The Last Pieta" suggests, is also the es¬
sential act and modus operandi of art: although a work of art, like
the Ohio River or the Adige, exists before a viewer arrives and
after a viewer has moved on, the most moving works of art reach
out — as do Nicodermus here and Judas in "Saint Judas" — and
engage the reader in their moment.
It's not new, of course, to say that Wright is a poet of
epiphany. Again and again, in those poems for which Wright is
most celebrated, an epiphany occurs — a moment of transfigura¬
tion, of breaking through barriers and escaping the private, secret
world of the self. In "Saint Judas," a moment of compassion en¬
ables Judas to move beyond not just the values and hierarchies of
the public world — "name," "number," and the bargaining of
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"proper coins" — but beyond his own isolation within himself
(he forgets not just his personal goals and acts, but forgets even
to kill himself) as the striking tableau vivant of the Pieta in the final
lines make clear: "I held the man for nothing in my arms." In "A
Blessing," the speaker's intimacy and communion with the hors¬
es gives rise to the sudden breaking — at least in the moment of
the poem — of the human body "Into blossom." And once more,
in "Lying in a Hammock at William Duffy's Farm in Pine Island,
Minnesota," the speaker's immersion in the world outside of his
own private interior makes possible not just the transfiguration
of that world — "The droppings of last year's horses/ Blaze up
into golden stones" — but an epiphany for the speaker: "I have
wasted my life." It's as if for James Wright a poem evokes and
embodies a kind of holy trinity in which the mystery of the world
around us, the mystery of the interior human world, and the
mystery of art are one. As Wright explains in an interview with
Bruce Henricksen ("Poetry Must Think"), speaking of the oftendiscussed last line of "Lying in a Hammock," "I think that final
line — 'I have wasted my life' — is a religious statement."
What is important, I think, is to discover how Wright's
poems open in new ways when we see that often in his work the
occasion that gives rise to epiphany is a work of art. Even more,
the mysterious process of art — how it takes on life in the interi¬
or world of human experience — becomes for Wright emblemat¬
ic of, even synonymous with, epiphany itself in all of its transfiguring powers as it provides a way out of the self, a momentary
breakthrough of barriers, what Wright has termed in one of his
later prose pieces, "the gift of change."
One might even go so far as to say that, for Wright, the ob¬
jects and living things in the world around us are the perfect
works of art, for as he writes in "The Gift of Change" of his fa¬
vorite lizard (chameleon) on the banks of the Adige, "It is next to
impossible to catch them and imprison them in the usual human
ways, because they live in perpetual surrender: They love to be¬
come whatever it is that gazes upon them or holds them." And
this moment of transfiguration, or epiphany, can happen along
the Adige, the Ohio, in the encounter with a Michelangelo sculp-
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ture, or in a poem. As the prose piece rises to its crescendo and
close, even the pronouns — as they fling off and fuse their refer¬
ents — enact and embody the dissolving of boundaries, the rap¬
turous transfiguration of both lizard and speaker:
But the lizard lying beside me now has gone too far.
Wholly abandoning himself to his gift of change, he lifts
his head above the edge of a linden blossom freshly fall¬
en and alone.... I wonder if he knows. If he knows, I
wonder that my breath doesn't blow him away. I am that
close to him, and he that close to me. He has gone too far
into the world to turn back now.... It is too late to turn
back into himself. I can't even faintly begin to under¬
stand what is happening behind his serene face, but to
me he looks like the happiest creature alive in Italy.
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A LAMENT FOR THE SHADOWS IN THE DITCHES
Right now the Roman noon is so brilliant it hurts my eyes. I
sip my cappuccino at a wobbly sidewalk table and ponder the an¬
tiquities of my childhood: the beautiful river, that black ditch of
horror where a strange boy drowned; and the streetcars. Where
have they gone now, with their wicker seats that seemed to rattle
behind the dull headlights in the slow dusk, in summer, when
everything in Ohio ran down and yet never quite stopped?
The Romans and the discovered Americans stroll blinded in
the Colosseum to make it clean across the street. The floor there
now is a careful revelation. It is an intricate and intelligent series
of ditches, and the sun cannot reach them. They are the shadows
of starved people who did not even want to die. They were not
even Jews.
There is no way to get rid of the shadows of human beings
who could find God only in that last welcome of the creation, the
maws of tortured animals. Is that last best surest way to heaven
the throat of the hungry?
What color is a hungry shadow? Even the noon sunlight in
the Colosseum is the golden shadow of a starved lion, the most
beautiful of God's creatures except maybe horses.
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Stephen Kunsisto
THE IMPOSSIBLE LIGHT OF DAY
James Wright has been depicted as a "Surrealist"; a "Da¬
daist"; a "deep-imagist"; a "formalist" — even a "regionalist."
This critical palimpsest owes more I believe to Wright's social
complexity than it does to his stylistic evolution. I will add to the
list by declaring Wright a "liminalist" — Wright's poetry and
prose is concerned with what the anthropologist Victor Turner
called "liminality." By leaving the threshold of culture the wan¬
derer brings home news of the profane and mysterious worlds
beyond the valley. James Wright's work is consistent in its explo¬
ration of the solitary observer. In particular Wright's prose poems
work across social, political, and spiritual boundaries because the
narrative impulse is infused with the unguarded privacies of the
notebook. In "A Lament for the Shadows in the Ditches" Wright
propels us from a cafe table to the very depths of the Roman sub¬
conscious with subversive journalistic ease:
I sip my cappuccino at a wobbly sidewalk table and pon¬
der the antiquities of my childhood: the beautiful river,
that black ditch of horror where a strange boy drowned;
and the streetcars. Where have they gone now, with their
wicker seats that seemed to rattle behind the dull head¬
lights in the slow dusk, in summer, when everything in
Ohio ran down and yet never quite stopped?
In Wright's hands the prose poem is the medium of half
states. The poet's location is both precise and inexact. The poet
who squints in the unbearable Roman glare brings together the
past and present through the figurative action of drowning. The
"strange" boy of memory drowned once upon a time in a world
of facts. Wright tells us that this will become a poem of intricate
details and not an exercise in nostalgia. Wright's remembrance of
Ohio — "at dusk" a liminal time — is a memory of gothic disso¬
lution when things "ran down and never quite stopped." We un¬
derstand that in decay Ohio and Rome are forever present tense,
and not quite stopping. In the meantime the terrible images of
half-seeing draw us forward:
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The Romans and the discovered Americans stroll blind¬
ed in the Colosseum to make it clean across the street.
The floor there now is a careful revelation. It is an intri¬
cate and intelligent series of ditches, and the sun cannot
reach them. They are the shadows of starved people
who did not even want to die. They were not even Jews.
This is an instance of seeing and not seeing. One imagines the
Romans guiding the discovered Americans through the ditches as
if they were assisting the blind. In the shadows of the fiercely il¬
luminated Colosseum the tourists must trust strangers. They
must make it through the intricate trenches of history before they
are robbed or worse. Wright means us to sense the immanence of
danger in the act of wandering alone. The prose then makes a
paratactic jump from subjective uneasiness to a metaphysical as¬
sertion that the shadows of the Colosseum are the shadows of
starved men and women. One thinks of Hiroshima and the shad¬
ows of Japanese civilians at ground zero. The figuration of the
prose poem tells us we can trust the assertion. In half a dozen
swift lines Wright connects the gestalt of the liminal and presum¬
ably lonely observer with the broader and empathetic intelli¬
gence of travel writing. The reader sees strangers being escorted
by strangers through the ruins. In turn the reader is ready to see
the Colosseum “as the thing itself."
Because James Wright's prose poems work seamlessly from
personal memory through the figurative introduction of cultural
memory, they create a lyric space for the introduction of moral
philosophy. "What color is a hungry shadow?" Wright tells us it
is the color of noontime which in turn is the color of God's most
beautiful and starved beast. The narrator can see this because his
eyes are almost shut against the impossible light of day. The hy¬
brid nature of prose poetry, at once narrative and lyric, photo¬
graphic and surreal, makes it possible to ask Gnostic questions.
How do we properly stand in a place where the darkness and
light converge? What is true in such a place? The histories of ex¬
iles are true though they may be half recalled.
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THE VESTAL IN THE FORUM
This morning I do not despair
For the impersonal hatred that the cold
Wind seems to feel
When it slips fingers into the flaws
Of lovely things men made.
The shoulders of a stone girl
Pitted by winter.
Not a spring passes but the roses
Grow stronger in their support of the wind.
And now they are conquerors.
Not garlands any more.
Of this one face:
Dimming,
Clearer to me than most living faces.
The slow wind and the slow roses
Are ruining an eyebrow here, a mole there.
But in this little while
Before she is gone, her very haggardness
Amazes me. A dissolving
Stone, she seems to change from stone to something
Frail, to someone I can know, someone
I can almost name.
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Sue Standing
RAVISHING RUINS
I admit it:

I have Ruinenlust. Growing up in the Pacific

Northwest in a paper-thin split level in the suburbs, with nothing
older in the house than my mother's wedding china, I longed for
a palpable sense of the past through objects. I wished my family
had "heirlooms." I wanted to see the places described in novels
and poems, to go to the cities depicted on a set of water glasses
we had — London, Paris, Rome, Athens, Peking, Bombay. Close
to home, I became enthralled by Kwakiutl masks and Tlingit bas¬
kets. I wanted to see the traces of Native American cultures all
but erased by white settlement.
Before my first trip to New England, Robert Lowell's poem
"For the Union Dead" led me to see Boston through his descrip¬
tion of Saint-Gaudens' sculpted memorial for "Colonel Shaw/
and his bell-cheeked Negro infantry." It was breathtaking to me
that, in one poem, Lowell could link the Revolutionary War (the
"old white churches hold their air/ of sparse sincere rebellion");
the Civil War; World War II ("a commercial photograph/ shows
Hiroshima boiling"); and the Civil Rights movement ("the
drained faces of Negro schoolchildren rise like balloons").
Similarly, James Wright's poems guided me through Ohio
(exotic to me) when I was in college there, and much, much later
through Rome. No one makes the word "Ohio" sound more beau¬
tiful — and more terrible — than Wright. No one makes the word
"stone" so brutal and elemental. The word "stone" and its vari¬
ants appears nearly thirty times in This Journey, Wright's posthu¬
mously published collection, including three times in "The Vestal
in the Forum" and four times in "With the Gift of an Alabaster
Tortoise." For such repetitions, Wright has been criticized. Helen
Vendler believes that in his later poems "elegiac plangency
threatened to dissolve into sentimentality." That may be so. And
yet, despite my love of early and middle Wright, it is to these
later poems I turn most frequently.
Stone

was a totemic word in many poems of the nineteen-

sixties and -seventies. There were allegorical stones: "No longer
do I listen for the scrape of a keel/ On the blank stones of the
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landing"(Sylvia Plath); deep image stones: "This grandson of
fishes holds inside him/ A hundred thousand small black stones"
(Robert Bly); ecological stones: "In the thin loam, each rock a
word/ a creek-washed stone" (Gary Snyder); gravestones: "You
lie under the weather of stones" (Mark Strand); neosurrealist
stones: "Go inside a stone, that would be my way" (Charles
Simic); feminist stones: "stones on my table, carried by hand/
from scenes I trusted/ souvenirs of what I once described/ as
happiness" (Adrienne Rich); and political stones: "But I see the
world split/ and twisted up like open stone" (June Jordan).
Is it that stones seem such perfect emblems for words? A way
to give weight to breath and syllable? In any case, even though I
also admire the ironic edge of Sylvia Plath's "You are pithy and
historical as the Roman Forum," I find solace and sympathy, not
sentimentality, in the valence of Wright's Roman stones. As Rose
Macauley wrote in The Pleasure of Ruins, "Rome is accessible; its
progressive ruining has been observed closely, and without inter¬
ruption, for nearly two thousand years." But the ruins of Rome
were not natural, as Christopher Woodward notes in his recent
book, In Ruins: "They were recycled.... thieves stole the gold and
bronze statues in order to melt them down.... The Colosseum was
leased as a quarry by the Popes." Much of the marble Roman stat¬
uary was burned to obtain powdered lime for mortar. Perhaps the
Vestal Virgin James Wright describes in "The Vestal in the Forum"
was one of the eight found by archaelogist Rodolfo Lanciani in a
long-abandoned lime kiln at the end of the nineteenth century.
They were ready to be burned, stacked "like a cord of wood, leav¬
ing as few interstices as possible between them, and the spaces
formed by the curves of the body filled in by marble chips."
The Virgins, chosen when they were between six and ten
years of age, vowed to serve Vesta, the Roman goddess of the
hearth, for thirty years: ten of learning, ten of performance, and
ten of teaching. A Vestal who broke her vow of chastity was
buried alive.

Most likely, Wright knew that when he wrote his

poem.
When I first read Wright's poem over twenty years ago, I
knew nothing about Vestal Virgins. What spoke to me then, and
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speaks to me still, are the simplicity and specificity of phrases
such as "shoulders of a stone girl/ pitted by winter," with its sub¬
tle alliteration and consonance; the hard-to-pull-off personifica¬
tion of the wind as it "slips fingers into the flaws/ Of lovely
things men made"; and the daring repetition of the adjective in
"The slow wind and the slow roses/ are ruining an eyebrow here,
a mole there." In nearly every line the sounds Wright chooses —
passes/roses, amazes/dissolving — subliminally contribute to
his theme of metamorphosis and transfiguration. I hear an echo
of the lines "Oh quickly disappearing photograph/ in my more
slowly disappearing hand" from another ekphrastic poem,
Rilke's "Jugend-Bildnis Meines Vaters" ("Portrait of My Father as
a Young Man," as translated by Stephen Mitchell). Just as Rilke's
poem has long outlasted both the daguerrotype and the hand that
held it, perhaps James Wright's "The Vestal in the Forum" may
even survive its stone source.
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VENICE
Crumbling into this world.
Into this world's sea, the green
Sea city decays.
The cats of the early evening,
Scrawny and sly.
Gloat among lengthening shadows of lions,
As the great Palladian wings lean toward the water and slowly
Fall and fall.
The city of shifting slime ought not to be
In this world.
It ought to drift only
In the mind of someone so desperately
Sick of this world.
That he dreams of himself walking
Under crystal trees.
Feeding the glass
Swans there, swans born
Not in the fragile calcium spun among feathers
But out of the horrifying fire that
A sullen laborer spins
In his frigid hands, just barely, just just barely not wringing
The swan's neck.
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Bruce Beasley
FEEDING THE GLASS SWAN:
JAMES WRIGHT'S LYRIC ANTILYRICISM
"No, I ain't much," James Wright flatly declares at the end of

Two Citizens; "The only tongue I can write in/ Is my Ohioan."
Those lines exhibit exquisite tensions: between the spoken and
the written (tongue and write); between the self-deprecating Mid¬
western vernacular and the self-consciously anti-vernacular
rhymed couplet. Wright's lyricism and poetic dazzle materialize
at the same moment as his plainspoken, colloquial, no-nonsense,
almost-but-not-quite prose declarations; like matter and antimat¬
ter, they arise and dissipate together. If Wright's "Ohioan" is a
"tongue" unadorned except by the rhythms of American speech
(as in these late lines: "my father, a good man in Ohio,/ Lies
alone in pain and I scarcely/ Know where to turn now"), it's ac¬
companied by another music that represents another longing —
the rejection of Martins Ferry and the unadorned world it stands
for. In that music, in that mood, Wright gives us the fragmented
jangle of stuck consonant and vowel, as in the call of liquid con¬
sonants across these lines: "Below the chemical riffles of the Ohio
River,/ Grappling hooks/ Drag delicately about, between skiff
hulks and sand shoals...." Often, in some of his best lines, those
two worlds and those two musics collide: "To speak in a flat
voice/ Is all that I can do," Wright once declared, in lines that are
anything but flat: trimeter lines that flatten out "flat voice" by let¬
ting it receive all the metrical weight of a double iamb, the "flat¬
ness" ironically crafted through twelve straight monosyllabic
words.
What thrills me in Wright's poems — and "Venice" is a rich
example of it — is the way that poetic artifice does battle with
supposedly unadorned speech. Venice and Vienna fight it out
with Martins Ferry and Minneapolis; Horace and Hardy with
Whitman and Williams. Plain speech — flat voice, Ohioan, "I
ain t much

always struggles against the lure of consonant-

clash and vowel-surge and rhyme's near-merger of words. So
much of Wright s flash and style, especially in the late poems, is
style against itself, artifact in search of artlessness.
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And like so much of Wright's work, "Venice" is a meditation
on escape from Ohio, Ohioan, America, the "real" — but it's a
meditation covertly drenched in all it rejects. A few poems before
it in This Journey appears the antipastoral "Ohioan Pastoral,"
where a barn "Sags, sags and oozes/ Down one side of the copperous gully." Venice, like an Old World doppelganger of Ohio,
crumbles, decays, falls. But where "Ohioan Pastoral" conjures a
landscape of dilapidation and repressed rage ("A buried gas
main/ Long ago tore a black gutter into the mines"), "Venice"
meditates on imagination and decay, homesickness and world¬
sickness, world-weariness and splendor. The Venice he conjures
here is too rich, too extravagant, too elegant, too artificial for this
world. "Venice" becomes a meditation on artifice (including the
poem's own extravagant poetic and sonic artifice). The first three
lines pour on their sumptuous assonance: Wright stresses four
times the long e sound (sea, green, sea, city) and adds to that final
nonvisible assonance a nonvisible alliteration (sea, city). "Crum¬
bling into this world," Venice seems to be on the verge of merging

with the prosaic, commonsensical American world of Martins
Ferry and Ohioan tongue; instead, though, it crumbles out of this
world and into "this world's sea," where "the green/ Sea city de¬
cays." In the process, Venice's liquidity — its fluid seepage across
the boundaries of land and sea, real and imaginary, form and
formlessness, nature and artifice — moves it first into the world
and then out of it, as though Venice and all its crumbling Old
World glory had to be drowned away "into this world's sea." Sea
and city merge, even as their consonant and vowel sounds do.
So too does Venice's artifice diminish into its phenomenal re¬
ality: the stone lions that adorn San Marco "fall and fall" into
their worldly counterparts, the stray cats that "gloat" below. That
magisterial seventeen-syllable line ("As the great Palladian wings
lean toward the water and slowly") falls away abruptly into a
three-syllable aftermath: "Fall and fall." The lyric, after all, must
give way finally to the real: Venice to Martins Ferry, music to
"Ohioan."
And so Venice must become "The city of shifting slime": was
ever a description more horribly, palpably chthonic? Even the
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sibilance and assonance of its phrasing shifts as its "slime" does:
an s sound, a sh, a si; three short i's and a long one. Wright trans¬
ports the sibilance of the city's English name (Venice) across the
entire moniker City of Shifting Slime. Venice — so liquid, so shift¬
ing, so crumbling, so unreal — must become instead, like Yeats'
Byzantium, a place of artifice and escape: it "ought not to be," the
enjambment declares; or at least it "ought not to be/ In this
world" but to be only in the mind's desperate imagination of es¬
cape into artifice, into poetry (Stevens: "Unreal, give back to us
what you once gave:/ The imagination that we spurned and
crave").
Venice ought to be, then, not of this prosaic world, but this
world's antidote: glass swan spun "out of the horrifying fire" in
a "sullen laborer's hands." In that image of glass-as-artifice, the
oblique Ohio-haunting returns, for "My name is James A. Wright,
and I was born . . ./ In Martins Ferry, Ohio, where one slave/ To
Hazel-Atlas Glass became my father" ("At the Executed Murder¬
er's Grave"). Speaking of his father, in an apostrophe to Horace
in "Prayer to the Good Poet," Wright says:
I worked once in the factory that he worked in.
Now I work in that factory that you live in.
Some people think poetry is easy.
But you two didn't.
"The hell with it," Wright said in an interview with Dave Smith.
"I worked for two nights in the factory my father worked in, and
I quit. I thought it was too much for me to handle. I couldn't live
that kind of life." If glasswork suggests, then, both Wright's fa¬
ther s manual labor and his own labor as a poet who spins the
world of artifice out of his own breath and the "horrifying fire"
of ihe blowtorch, Wright imagines himself here as a glassblower,
a "sullen laborer," "desperately/ sick of the world" ("I wish to
God I had made this world, this scurvy/ And disastrous place,"
he writes elsewhere. "I didn't, I can't bear it either"), who man¬
ages both to make the glass swan of lyric and — "just barely, just
just barely" — not to wring its prettified neck. "I speak of flat de-
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feat/ In a flat voice/' he wrote in "Speak"; but here in "Venice"
he speaks of escape from the defeat and slavery of his father's
Ohioan life, and in a voice that's about as far from "flatness" as it
could be. In those last two lines, fifteen syllables shrink down to
three as Wright struggles both to create a world of artifice, imag¬
ination, Europe, world-weariness, and sonic razzle-dazzle, and
then to shrink it back: casting a cold, Ohioan eye on his Old
World grandiloquence but still — just barely, just just barely —
letting the glass swan of lyricism harden into form.
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YES, BUT
Even if it were true.
Even if I were dead and buried in Verona,
I believe I would come out and wash my face
In the chill spring.
I believe I would appear
Between noon and four, when nearly
Everybody else is asleep or making love.
And all the Germans turned down, the motorcycles
Muffled, chained, still.
Then the plump lizards along the Adige by San Giorgio
Come out and gaze.
Unpestered by temptation, across the water.
I would sit among them and join them in leaving
The golden mosquitoes alone.
Why should we sit by the Adige and destroy
Anything, even our enemies, even the prey
God caused to glitter for us
Defenseless in the sun?
We are not exhausted. We are not angry, or lonely.
Or sick at heart.
We are in love, lightly, lightly. We know we are shining,
Though we can't see one another.
The wind doesn't scatter us,
Because our very lungs have fallen and drifted
Away like leaves down the Adige,
Long ago.
We breathe light.
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Mark Irwin
JOURNEY WITH AFFIRMATION AND SHADOW
Many of James Wright's strongest poems might be described
as eclogues slowly eaten by a worm till their subject becomes that
of decay: poems such as "A Fit Against the Country," "On the
Skeleton of a Hound," "Three Sentences for a Dead Swan," and
"To a Blossoming Pear Tree" come to mind. His poem "Yes, But,"
however, a singular poem in The Journey, might be read as a coda
to Dante's Paradiso, for it marks a transition from earlier books
whose poems often depict a world in decay, to a last book whose
setting is the paradisal landscape of northern Italy, with its olive
trees, rivers, ruins, and glittering lizards, an expatriate setting
(interestingly enough) in which Wright's voice begins to turn
away from mortal habitations in order to find a music beyond the
body.
"Yes, But" becomes a brilliant and memorable title in Amer¬
ican poetry, especially in its subjunctive context here, one which
expresses the possibility of physically returning from death in
order to continue a discovery the spirit first found when it was
one with the body. Wright's speaker would come out to wash his
face, itself a ritual of purification, but here one of irony and wist¬
ful mortality, for he would appear
Between noon and four, when nearly
Everybody else is asleep or making love.
And all the Germans turned down, the motorcycles
Muffled, chained, still.
Nostalgic and lonely at once for a physicality vanished, the
speaker chooses the time of siesta when one might become bodi¬
less through sleep or eros, — or thanatos: German soldiers who
once invaded and allied with Italy still return as tourists. The
phrases "turned down" and "Muffled, chained, still" recall a hor¬
ror through great distance and pathos due to this ghostly speak¬
er's latent desires. Moreover, it is the speaker's sustained sense of
wonder at the changeable that creates a kind of graceful disori¬
entation for the reader and recalls the last words of Socrates.
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And were we not saying long ago that the soul when
using the body as an instrument of perception — that is
to say, when using the sense of sight or hearing or some
other sense — were we not saying that the soul too is
then dragged by the body into the region of the change¬
able, and wanders, and is confused — the world spins
round her — and she is like a drunkard when she touch¬
es change?
(Plato, Phaedo)
The second stanza of Wright's poem then moves from
Verona, along the Adige, toward the sea and the eternal and eter¬
nally sinking city of Venice. Body follows rivered geography back
to the sea, a kind of eternity for all earthly waters. Just as in
Dante's The Divine Comedy, metaphors of salvation are progres¬
sively charted through geography, and unlike the wrathful ser¬
pent in Canto XXV of The Inferno which clasps a soul until the for¬
mer is transmuted into a human shape and the latter into a lizard
(revealing theft as an abominable form of lust), Wright's speaker
wishes to join the lizards "Unpestered by temptation" and join
them "in leaving/ The golden mosquitoes alone." The voice here
has extinguished all desire and therefore remains open to a per¬
ception unblurred by the flesh.
To fully appreciate this desireless state of mind toward
which Wright's voice moves within The Journey, one must appre¬
ciate what is truth for a dying man and not irony in another
poem, "On Having my Pocket Picked in Rome." Here being
robbed becomes a form of immortality: "These hands are desper¬
ate for me to stay alive. They do not want to lose me to the
crowd." Paradoxically, the robbed man who will die becomes
eternal in the memory and actions of the thieves: "They spin their
nests and live on me in their sleep."
Certainly Wright's acceptance of his imminent death (in a
country whose eternal aspect rises from the diasporic and deathridden journey of Aeneas) allows him to achieve a kind of selfless
pure pitch (similar to that in Keats
poem
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"Bright Star ') in his own

Yes, But." In Wright's poem, however, there is an almost

seamless transition from the first-person singular to the first-per¬
son plural in the second stanza that simultaneously seems to in¬
voke a lover (who will become invisible through death) and im¬
plicate the reader.
We are not exhausted. We are not angry, or lonely,
Or sick at heart.
We are in love lightly, lightly. We know we are shining,
Though we can't see one another.
Here the risk of sentimentality dissolves in the spirit's (separated
from the body) bold, less awkward vision: "We know we are
shining,/ Though we can't see one another." The poem, whose
speaker seems exhilaratingly freed from the body, is parentheti¬
cally enclosed by a first line, "Even if it were true," and a last line,
"We breathe light." Together they seem to harshly, gracefully
gather the resonance of mortality in the title "Yes, But."
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Janies Hang
DIORAMA
The biker at rest near the war memorial
calls me over: "I have this
little farm in my hands, see. Ma's
in the kitchen tinkering with a starter
she pulled off the John Deere.
There's one light on. Kerosene,
griddle cakes. She's craning her neck
over coils of copper wire like a jeweler,
grease thumbed under her eye."
I look in his hands because I have to
and there it all is, a weathervane
and a sundown sky, a wake of
chickens fluttering aside as the truck
pulls away trailing dust over the fields,
dust the boy calls smoke, the boy
with a nosebleed, his head tipped back.
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MARTINA IN THE BADLANDS
Just the kind of place you can find a cold
hot dog and a flat soda.
A minute had arrested me.
Across the large road American cars
swerved around jackrabbits. The sky blackened
near noon, hail as big as fists.
WeTl need a place to hide, she said.
I pulled out the polaroid to shoot
a rainbow limping towards Miles City.
For her, I'm afraid
nothing else remained of the season.
I was either
Tim or Paul or Jim Holt.
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ROOT BEER
We found new combinations of interiors.
There was a painted door on the plains,
and a keyhole, and what we saw
was only a fraction of what we suspected
could be found there. Some kind of floral
wallpaper covered everything. Brown waterstains neatly suggested clouds resembling
segments of a traveling circus. I'm told
I saw a flea circus once, though I did not
actually see it, and now I have a disturbing
tendency to believe everything I hear.
When I head on home and repeat the facts,
my folks get fed up and send me out
into the yard. I'm standing out there now
with a pitchfork, trying to snag a lowflying stormcloud that looks like Tolstoy,
fluffier than I remember him. I see
lightning hits near Jackson. My folks shake
their heads watching me from the kitchen.
Clouds swooping lower. Here comes that
circus, big cages on wheels, rumbling cumulo¬
nimbus, which with my pitchfork. I'll hook on
and swing aboard. Here I go. Celeste.
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Jennifer Atkinson
UNDER THE SIGN OF VIRGO
A live Pleiades clung to the cove rocks and bank,
The old pier, the duck-walk ramp to the dock, the dock:
Hundreds of rose-purple, pink-orange starfish:
Granular flesh pricked with rows of white spines.
Grooved and toothed on the undersides.
Simple, pink, repairable bodies.
"Hey Girlie!" He stood in his rowboat,
"Hey Girlie," his jeans loose to his knees.
She closed her eyes and pictured the sea stars drying in place.
Brittle, looked-at, fading to beige.
The cove to the strait to the Labrador current —
If she lay on her back in a boat, willing.
Where would it take her?
What stars overhead, what ice clunking against the hull?
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ROSSIGNOLS, PERSIAN NIGHTINGALES

Five after Paul Klee
Rose petals crimped into cardinal beads: string nine, then a berry,
nine,
Then a berry, nine...and end with a thorn.
One thousand and one drops, plots, beads of blood like currants
on the branch:
Was it a waking dream? — the caught glance of a singing
bird.
A quilt of feathers — tanager, robin, grosbeak, finch —
Too fine for use, molders away in a lac-sealed trunk.
The sour of sumac, candied almonds in an etched-glass bowl,
pink marshmallow Peeps,
A pomegranate, intact in its mackled hull.
I followed the nightsong of the whippoorwill, back as far as I
dared.
Beyond, I feared, was mildness, a ripe sorghum field, more
of the same.
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Christopher Hozvell
GAZE
I gaze through glass
at the red maple by the garage
and the bird feeder
empty of birds.
What is the meaning of life?
Cisco and Pancho are laughing
as they ride, flinging back
their sombreros. The ridiculous
and somber Lone Ranger
fills me with love.
My mother walks through wind
to the clothes line
and I am happily no one
I need to know
trotting up the path
between orchards in a blue
cowboy hat.
I gaze again. The clouds are silver
stallions above foothills of the Rockies
north of us. There's my mother
again, leaning down to pet the dog,
straightening, shading her eyes
to view the clouds, a stampede
of laundry-like meaning
at which she shrugs.
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Sarah Maclay
THE MARINA, EARLY EVENING
The sea is only a blue sand,
reaching over its brother.
The sand is only a hard, brown sea.
Gulls open their beaks and nothing comes out.
One. Another. Three. The sea
is only a low cloud
wandering under its sister.
The cloud is only a high, gray sea.
The gulls seem to be praying.
They stand as still as a chess set.
Waves crawl onto the body, slither back.
Oh, the woman with red hair,
legs as tall as stilts,
sings into the ocean.
Her song is only the mirror
of the broken wave.
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Linda Bierds
TIME AND SPACE
Deep space. The oblong, twinkleless stars
matte as wax pears. And the astronauts are losing heart,
the heady lisp of auricle and ventricle
fading to a whisper, as muscles shrink to infants' hearts,
or the plum-shaped nubs of swans.
Atrophy, from time in space, even as the space in time
contracts. And how much safer it was —
ascension — at some earlier contraction, each flyer intact,
cupped by a room-size celestial globe
staked to a palace lawn. How much easier, to duck
with the doublets and powdered wigs
through the flap of a trap door and watch on a soot-stained
copper sky the painted constellations, or,
dead-center, a fist of shadowed earth dangling from a ribbon.
All systems go, of course: each moist,
diminishing heart, just sufficient at its terminus to fuel
the arm, the opening hand, to coax
to the lips a fig or pleated straw. Still, how much easier
to drift in a hollow globe, its perpetual
tallow-lit night, while outside with the mazes and spaniels
the day, like an onion, arced up in layers
to the dark heavens. How much safer to enter a time, a space,
when a swan might lift from a palace pond
to cross for an instant — above, below — its outstretched
Cygnus shape, just a membrane
and membrane away. A space in time when such accident
was prophecy, and such singular alignment —
carbon, shadow, membrane, flight — sufficient for the moment.
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THE MONARCHS
The linen scales of the butterflies' wings
catch and absorb this February rain
exactly as starched napkins
might blot the drift of an evening's spilled port.
Or, better, ale, for these are Monarch butterflies,
more ocher than red. Two hundred million, caught
by the sudden freeze that follows rain
in a Mexican forest of the twenty-first century.
Two hundred million
tablets of ocher ice, trembling a bit, then toppling
simultaneously, with the sound of a distant chandelier
rocked by a sudden wind. Beneath
its shifting, clicking tines, near that window
percussion opens. Bishop Berkeley leans back
from a table, blotting his ale with a linen napkin.
To be is to be perceived, he offers. And we are
secure in our being, perceived as we are
by God's mind. A mind, in fact — now rain
slants through the window — not unlike
this chandelier, vast, multifaceted,
each swaying tine of perception
ochered by candlelight, each swaying tine
a plane of reflection: our pipe smoke and rubicund faces,
this sideboard, courtyard, elm tree,
the ice just forming at the window ledge —
all held and beheld so steadfastly.
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Ellen Wehle
TO LIVE
With rations for forty days, the Greely Expedition
was stranded above the Arctic ice pack.
Saxifrage, green lichen. When men can no longer
walk they crawl on all fours and scrape it off rocks.
Far North with no relief ship in sight, bodies whittled
to candle nubs, Ralston writes in his diary The game
is or must be nearly played followed by his signature
and blank pages. My friend once told me in a plane
crash she'd eat me to survive. I said. Somewhere we
have to draw the line; with her fingernail she drew
it down my forearm. Is it any wonder cities crumble?
Any wonder gods hurtle their flowering thunderbolts,
shake out tectonic plates like a maitre d' snapping
open a tablecloth, all in raging grief over us ...hurray
for me and to hell with you, a favorite old Yankee
expression. My phone rang late-night for weeks, she
couldn't understand how our friendship "just ended."
And look, strolling past is Private Henry (mysteriously
hale through the long polar night, wide as two men)
who, finally caught leaving the storeroom by a skeletal
Greely barely able to stand, answers with smiling
contempt: Hell, major, what do you think I've done?
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TRIPTYCH IN BED

i. tide
When, at the iron summit of his power. King Canute
sat his throne in the sand and commanded the whitecrested waves Rise up no higher, nor shall you dare
wet your lord's robe and feet surely he spoke of... this,
salt marsh and estuary, slow incoming tide that knows no
boundary. We make love at last. A bright sea, you come
on, lapping at the edge of me So I command and bearing
your strange sea-gifts, lit lanterns in drowned ships, ropes
of pearl, cloth of gold, sealed parchment and all the clouds
of fish Turn, ah turn back that, eyeless, govern the deep.

ii. vine
Joe says he wants to cover me like kudzu, vine himself
around me in order to divine me. Leaving a circle open
so you can breathe, he says. Half joking. He's wanted
the same before in different words, to be honey pouring
over my skin, water I wash in. Did our bodies demand
an exodus, my cry when we fell in love? In this country
we have entered naively, without passports, I am afraid
of the colonnaded capital city, streets whose doorways
speak softly, the fountain, God's blue eye in the garden.
Of my face, peering out through jewel-tipped wet leaves.
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iii. flight
Knocked off course, the ruling planets jump orbit.
Cartographers race to unroll their star charts as darkrobed burghers dash back into Europe's brilliant ruins
dodging flame: some part of the known order must be
saved. World undone, we honeymoon in Paris. Elms
unmoored from boulevards, lampposts floating away,
how will we ever recover? Outside the moon glows gold
and silver as hot metal. Your hand welded to the heart
between my thighs, let the body speak. Atlases end here.
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Christopher Buckley
POEM AFTER LU YU
I've been reading the Chinese again, and
there is still everything
to steal from —
the entire world, whenever you have time
to put down your bundle of sticks...
a hundred themes like
thin clouds drifting by, christened by the moon...
Boughs of the mimosas move
with all the improbable
weight of the invisible, but I have my thoughts,
and space is endless. The empty
wine bottles squint
with starlight, the usual troubles evaporate.
The business of heaven blows by
out there, and from this
vantage point, is the business of heaven,
out there... And so my company is
again a few despondent
clouds — unlike water though, the days sail off
and do not circle back — such
pity for the years
which come and go in the open window
with a light breeze, with the ancient
poet's lines recalling
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his boyhood in Yen Chao, a river at Tsa-feng.
Hundreds of years and half the world
between us, but what are
the differences now? Already I am lonely
with the old dust and bitterness
of the Milky Way.
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Bronislaw Maj
FIVE POEMS
Your train arrive? You're here? That's good. No matter where you go,
like now, awakened in a hotel in the heart of the City of Light,
you will return: the needle-strewn path from the garden gate;
the pinetrees' shade; the patio with its cracked tile; the damp,
cool
walls of this house. Jolka, Malgosia, Jarek, Ela, Auntie —
just like then and henceforth — steeped with their life, even if not
all are still living — death does not possess such power. And one
of their number, you — the city of light extinguished by a dark
puff of wind — make it to them, just like in that dream a moment

ago,
evening, already from the gate you see their outlines
in the window, you listen — because death does possess this
power —
already from the patio you hear the laughter and that voice — no
other
will do, you refuse it, you plead — as it emerges from the lips
of your Uncle Jasia: Your train arrive? You're here? That's good.
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My imagination is so particular it sees the
tear drop, the smallest and crazy leaf in the maple's
shaky crown, a wrinkle on the face I loved
young and unspoiled. My imagination
is also banal, ready to take for the kernel of truth
what I look at now: a haphazard meeting
in some deserted alley, a boy and a squirrel
which creeps up slowly, cautiously, to his outstretched
beseeching hand, a squirrel urged on by hunger, oblivious
to the light in the boy's eyes, kindled now to a blaze
not even he as an adult will extinguish. My imagination
doesn't even reach the borders of the possible.
It does not dread the yellow or purple flash
which will burn up the sun, the spatter
of some sort of sticky substance, the sudden
burst of pain beneath the skull
which will end everything. It's all
a bunch of nothing. Nothing
besides a face that I loved. A maple tree. Nothing
besides the kernel fulfilling itself in
the communion between animal and man. No kernel
of truth at all. Nothing beyond
the imagining it.
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Lazy summer afternoon, clouds of mosquitoes near the river,
sweet flag, cool greenness of the water, the avenues of willows
along the Wkra, the village organist in a carefully buttoned
frock coat returns home from choir practice. His first child,
a young girl, already waits by the gate. He quickens his step,
so much still before him: six sons, building a house, a quarrel
over a field, a dress ball, a sleigh ride and a journey
in a closed train car to the final station, a small town
in Southern Poland named Auschwitz.... For the thousandth time
this other man checks in the mirror for the traces, always painful,
of the Cossack's sword, then puts away the mirror, takes a look
at the sharp towers of Czestochowa, the cliffs of Castle Heights,
while nearby through the garden a small breathless boy
gallops up on a stick horse, his son — while at the sudden
recollection of that cavalry charge the man touches his scar
and is soothed: I'm alive. Then he opens the window wide.
Lazy afternoon, between the pines the glint of sunshine.
Sunshine, coolness of water, sweet flag, willow and pine —
it all exists, both solid and intertwined. — To be sure
they never did meet — my father's father and the father
of my mother. They knew nothing of each other. Only the world
can unite them — unite them with me. I can see them enclosed
by the air living at that moment. It could have been that way
and so it was. — And is. This summer afternoon and the question
of what I am to them? I, who have seen Czestochowa's towers
pierce through the clouds of dust, the glint of the Wkra
as it gives off steam.
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The valley flooded with sunlight among the hills
overgrown with a lush black and green forest. Summer heat,
in the honey-like air swarms of small flies vibrate, the
perk and drone of bees, the heads of grass nodding
laden with seed, the thistle-tops swaying. Two martins
skim the meadow's surface, in the sky a squall of starlings,
a swallowtail butterfly drowses, purple, on a milkweed pod.
Hot breath of earth, penetrating smell of mint and mud lily
clogging up the bed of the still distinct river. Yellowish
molehills, on the slope a thicket of blackberries, dark
juices stirring in the fruit, warming from the sun,
the fullness: the dance of dragonflies, the euphoria
of insects — and, describing a perfect circle, a buzzard,
serene and ceremonious, gazes for its prey: suspended
above the waves of fen and bog, and from out
of the bottom of the valley, as the everlasting sign
of the rhyme and reason, the four corners
of the earth — they go out: on the west
Szewska Street, Florianska on the north.
To the west Mikolajska,
and Grodzka to the south.
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I see a gray house amongst pines red with the sunset.
On the porch, my grandfather, his back up against a post,
says something to a reddish cat he calls Maciej. The cool
air filled with the scent and creaking of the pines, this house,
an old man, a cat, this evening — its breath surrounding me —
none of this could ever exist together, it only meets
here in my imagination for the blink of an eye, its single,
total existence. I think these things up, surround them
with shared air, fill them with life. But in the blink of an eye
the toil of imagination stops, the lucidity of thought —
This world breaks apart. The old house, the man, the animal,
the evening — each returns to its own separate oblivion.
— But that is why He of whom we are the thought —
everyone and everything that has ever been without cease,
without blinking — also slowly comes to lose
both power and light, the bone-wearied thought
that finally collapses: this is the way we see — and this
our one and only world — in darkness, in uproar, in madness.
translated by Daniel Bourne
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Elizabeth Antalek
OBAASAN ALONE
Unfair to assume, because she has milk-white
eyes, that she soothsays —
she's just an old woman living across
from a lean-to sheltering doves.
Late afternoon, while houses are still
dark behind their fences, she stands at her
front gate. Is she waiting, and for what?
Perhaps the birds' alighting makes things
brighter, the sun a torch receding in the haze.
Her house is a bundle of sticks with a plastic door,
but look — lace curtains. In this fashion, she survives.
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Grace Paley
YES
One day
one of us
will be lost
to the other
this has been
talked about but
lightly

turning

away

shyness

this

business of con¬
fronting the
preference for
survival
my mother said

the

the children are grown
are both so sick
die together
replied

my father

no no

will be well

want you in the world
whether I'm in it or
your spirit

I probably mean
there is always
something to say
the end

of us will be lost
to the other
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in

speaking

without breath

you

he lied

of course I

not

let us

one

we

STORY
Four boys talked a girl into going upstairs with them
she was kind of dumb
don't go

she went

don't go

they weren't such bad boys
in the neighborhood
boys

they lived

they were known for wildness

are wild

listen don't go
upstairs is different from going to the corner
the corner is a nice place to see everybody

upstairs

is another story
but they were nice to me
three of them fucked me

they kissed me all over
all of them said my breasts

were really beautiful
oh no

listen
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Shir a Dentz
SPOKE
in the whir of the tire
in its revolution
the spokes move
so fast

you

they

blend into one of the colors
on the gray scale
but not quite
once in a while a metal flash
a line —
that's the story i'm looking for.
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Kurt S. Olsson
MY BAD NAME
Seems a million years ago I sauntered home
to a shattered door and my name stolen
along with a dressful of change and my best
loafers. The cop said he could dust for prints
but ultimately isn't a name as anonymous as
a row of wedding bands in a pawnshop window?
When people say my name it makes me
flinch like a hand coming out of nowhere
to slap me upside the head. My name grates
like a service elevator, I always hated it,
wasn't surprised when someone informed me
in her tongue it means worm. I always suspected
such treachery. In a Burger King bathroom,
I slip off my shoes, but none of my toes
is missing or gangrenous, still one through ten
all unmistakably mine, nothing my dog,
if I owned one, would bare its canines at and bite.
Forgive me, father. Bless me, mother. Tonight
I'm going to set out a chair and a glass and begin
a vigil steady as a one-eyed infielder under
a lazy pop fly and wait not for the old name
but the new, a little less curt, a name soothing
as a belt of 80 proof after a fist fight, one
that can insinuate itself into a coil of hair,
like cigarette smoke, breathy with laughter,
not happiness exactly, but close enough.
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Carol Potter
COMFORT ZONE
Who meant to stay here this long? Anywhere. This job. This
comfort zone as my colleague calls it. Tells me she's growing
her hair a bit to get out of her comfort zone. Fleur de lis.
Montezuma sounding on the computer-generated carillon,
its loudspeaker perched on top of the concrete bunker
of building C, and the woman yesterday opening the bathroom doo
with her hands carefully gloved in brown paper towels.
Who thought we could live this long? Get this worried. Be this
stupid. Go square like this. I meant to stay out of it. Janis
downstairs 30 years after her death begging some bad boy
to take another piece of her heart, and sort of buzzed, I go down,
I dance and shout with her. You know you got it, if it makes
you feel good I sing word for word, the dance steps
perfect if you can call my kind of dancing, dancing.
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SERENADE ON THREE STRINGS
It's the private made public.
It's the go of gone. Off on my own
and no one to talk to. I like it.
He likes it. She likes it.
When he sees me he comes to me.
I'm a friend. I'm riding the bus alone.
I'm rustling through a plastic bag.
I'm talking to myself.
It's the foul mouth on me spotted
by the foul mouth on the street.
It's the cardboard box. The doorway.
Somebody's funk. The fury
that goes on being furious. Loner.
He's got my number. It's nobody
home. It's nobody staying in one
place and liking it. It's somebody
getting ready to leave. Get lost.
It's that fuck you and goodbye,
somebody hisses from the back
of the bus station. Somebody's
waving from the bridge.
Somebody's playing violin in the plaza.
One missing string and the three
remaining ones untuned.
It's that little concert he wants to give at dusk.
He's sitting next to me on the bench.
He's singing a little song. Don't worry.
Be happy. Not much further to go.
It's the hand on the bow.
It's the arm in the sleeve.
It's the sleeve.
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Betsy Sholl
READING
Because the titmice at the feeder are
all silk and tufted gray, and the cardinals
beautifully paired in their marriage
of subtle and brash, I have to read
the same sentence seven times,
then finally give up and study instead
the suggestions of bright red flashing
as house finches occupy the feeder.
On my lap an essay explaining
Dickinson's deft ironies, elusive
dashes and slants, so dense I have to stop
wanting to get to the end, the bottom
of anything, and just live in the drift
of phrase and clause, until once again
a feathered thing — a nuthatch heading down
a rutted trunk — catches my eye, and I
am torn like an old uneasy treaty,
within my single mind two tribes dwelling,
people of the book, yes, but also others
literate in seed husk, rain slant, cloud.
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BACK WITH THE QUAKERS
You think you can handle these things:
sunlight glinting off a red Jaguar
honking at the old woman who has snagged
her shopping cart on a snowy rut,
or the swaggering three-piece suit who steps
outside the bank, earless to the mossy voice
at his feet asking for spare change,
but then the crunch of something, nothing really,
under your shoe — a dirty comb, a pen cap —
completely undoes you, and it's too much,
too much, being balanced, considering
the complexity of all sides in one
syntactically correct sentence.
All the driver has to say is, "Move it.
Lady," and you're back with the Quakers
who trained you to lie still and limp in the street.
Three days they stepped on your hair,
ground cigarettes half an inch from your nose,
while you lay there, trying to be against
violence, your fists tight as grenades
and a payload of curses between your teeth,
O woman, with a mind Picasso
could have painted, giving you many cheeks,
each one turned a different way.
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Lisa Beskin
SELF PORTRAIT WITH FUSELI'S IMP
It was the kind of orgasm that took more than it gave,
the kind of story that said more than it knew.
The kind of empty chest falling,
then rising, silence welling in the hollows.
It was neither you nor I.
A republic ignoring its own borders.
A season so fearful of its own extinction
it never came at all.
It was a light pressure on the temples,
a slow lick of the mouth,
some pitiless rodent logic
scrabbling in the walls, in the dirt
at the foot of the bed.
It was the last century closing its eyes,
believing itself unburdened, it was neither you
nor I. It was the dog asleep on the floor.
It was the dog's yawn: a surge of pink
between his loose, black lips.
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Nance Van Winckel
LEST YOU FORGET:
THE CAKE COMES BEFORE THE PRAYERS
The corpse's wife, ex-wife, and girlfriend
wipe away each other's tears, blackening
white hankies. High heels
in the high weeds the corpse had meant
to mow, meant to whack away
under a highball sun.
Soon the People's Will shall prevail.
The corpse's half-brother spouts half¬
sentences from the little red book.
The corpse's mother is a prayer,
a veil on two stick feet. When you get
out of her way, you're in his.
All day we've heard horrid news
on a tapeloop: hour by hour another species
goes extinct. Bugs, birds, flowers — plucked
from foreign airs. Ah, my Liege,
why is your great pleasure
our great sadness?
We step among graves, black turtles
teetering on crumbling rocks.
The corpse's Uncle Carl downs
gold pellets...purported to be
bee pollen, opium, and poi.
Though his eyes blaze with the mystery,
beware entombments in amber.
March on our mountain has been falsely
lionized: barely able to stand, let alone
lick off its purple blood sac. Lord, send in
a real wind. Send in a new winged what¬
ever for each whatever lately
X'd out of the ethosphere.
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When the silver cake knife and server
rise like a bride and groom
from the box's velvet bed,
the younger cousins edge closer.
They are lambs in the snow. Dears,
can we ever get enough
of your kisses? The iced white
wet of them. Oh avalanche
of advancing embraces,
oh girls and boys of the blizzard,
the prick of pity stings, yes,
but it's gone by in a flash.
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SEME AND SEMAPHORE
Quiet people quietly smoking
in doorways — red-tipped lives
going on. Feverish. Forever-ish.
The book of them is slow-going
but you love them, and you go slowly:
do-dah, do-dah around their old
neighborhood. Girls checking into mirrors
like opening new hotel room doors.
By chapter ten, they're professional sitters,
clocked in at the chair factory — a flat rate
to discern smooth, smoother, smoothest.
Stand. Sit. Don't be the odd girl out.
Once they knew why as well as how,
but now Why falls like a rock from a star,
atom by atom losing substance.
The book has a tower and a watchman
flashing messages with a white flag. What speck
on the far black water receives them? It used
to matter: the old grace. Orchestrated
arms. Nuts fell open. Peaches, cherries.
The old grace. Then: an overly pretty
music. Now: no way to change the record.
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DECKED OUT

Laid out: set out and opened out.
White gloves clasp white roses.
He's tapped out.

She's taken out.

All are far out.

No more nights out.

No make out.

All blotted out.

No comment, say the stitched mouths.
Lights out: fleshed out: petered out.
Never to sing out.

Can't shout it out.

Already cut it ou

No moon's out.

It's fallout.

It's blackout.

Everyone's sneaked out. Somebody's
blacked out. Nobody's called out.
Everyone's walked out.

Everything's crossed out, blown out,

sucked out,

rained out.

gouged out.

So much untouched fruit in the garden.
Stand up. Step out. Take. Eat.
Won't work it out,

freak it out,

ride it out.

All's been sucked out,

gouged out.

inside out.

Love me a little longer, say the roses
who're held out, booed at, booted out.
Look out.

We're whacked out,

shut out,

gone out.

Very very

dark out.
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Lenore Mayhew
RABBIT
The rabbit
with his knees pressed into his sides
sits still
his ears down.
He's not listening for hunters.
He's not listening to the wind
in the grass.
He is the wind.
He is the grass.
What could listen?
All his rabbitness has disappeared
into the evening star
that just came out.

ALMOST EIGHTY
A white bird whiter
than the white moon
flies up and over
the parading apple trees
and you closer and closer
to that dark gate
listen for death
hear only silence
imagine the glide of feathers
as a long pianissimo whir
arcing over the moon
and the white moon-glitter of leaves
an echo of marimbas
but now, clear, authoritative,
pitched low, coming from the shallows
real sound, frogs
in guttural staccato.
Why this waiting for death?
Maybe near
an exact time chosen
but under the moon
aloft with the bird
grounded by frogs
part of the now
why care?
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Laurie Blauner
IN THE DISTANCE, HOW CAN I TELL?
I tell the insolent road that we only just met.
Stars reach through the eyebrows of trees, stare,
turn back. It's the age of the self they say, laughing,
and we've made a mistake. I turn back, make more
leaves, yell things that no one needs to know. The
fences, cars, houses don't want to stop, mumble their
little epilogues. There's too much radio music and
oncoming archipelagos of light. Moonlight peels it all
away. Underneath, the forlorn and neglected stagger.
I pull into a field, grow quiet, think how roots
run wild, and grass blades can't stay still. Just
like children. And who isn't an astronomer of their
own desire? Sky explains how it would go about
changing everything.
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Charles O. Hartman
from MORNING NOON AND NIGHT

syzygy
Rain and the idea of rain stroll arm in arm up the coast.
Who cares what anybody thinks? They could tear off
their different kinds of clothes and leap into the sea,
disporting. They could lie down together in a church.
If they were made they were made for each other. If they had
families
their families would bury idols to put them right. Under the
moon's light
the sea lies under their conjoined ministrations calmed,
all its larger projects dissolved in their millioning.
They love each other more perfectly than you. They have
no secret, they are a secret. No one can see them both at the same
time.

Offering
The salt is on the table, and in the bread, and in every mouthful
of sea.
Salt glistens among rocks above high tide, it stings
in the eyes of the divers and the bites of insects, it sticks
skin to skin in siesta and films every seaward surface of glass.
Its savor is in no danger, its word is on every tongue.
On the hills the goats lick it from their own coats.
It tans the hides of the old, beginning when they're young.
Here's a good pinch — he said — take it,
rub it between your fingers, rub it into your palm with your
thumb,
blow it into the air, it sparkles all the way to the ground.
That's what nobody can live without.
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Glimpse
Sleep — sleep for such as us — he says —
is a page of words stretching in all directions
without end, although our ability to sample it,
nap by nap even over a whole life, is circumscribed.
The wonder is that any time we are set down on it
we are set down in a new place, or almost every time,
there's barely moment enough to figure out which way
the words are running before we're taken up again
like divers letting their last air buoy them back above,
yet we come back regularly with quite marvelous stories
gleaned in a glimpse. It is also striking to me — he says —
that though we hear from each other of familiar passages
we almost never meet anyone there, except the dead.
I suppose it's just that there are so many more of them.
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D. Nurkse
GRAND BAL DU NORD
We danced sideways
gingerly toward the exit
stepping on each other's toes
conspiratorially, feeling
nothing though the music
was delighted and the bronze door
gave and we were in the courtyard
still waltzing by memory
while the violin hushed
and a sleepless sparrow
practiced its solo —
how we envied the dancers
their glinting trumpet mouth
and dogged lolling bass,
streamers, strolling camera,
there in the dark garden
where the stalks bore names
in clear lucite sleeves:
rose, rose: black rose, rose noire:
the fountain trembled
at its icy reflection,
we explored our buttons,
at dawn
we picked our way back
through dust-swirled halls
littered with ticket-stubs
down half-lit streets
to the furnished room
where we would know each other
in years as in a moment.
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TWO SMALL EMPIRES
In those snowy streets —
little caffe-macchiato bistros
with gold lettering and cloudy windows,
car services, storefront churches,
a failed Goodyear warehouse —
the Bloods and Crips were fighting,
making their presence known
by subtle distinctions:
backwards Yankees cap,
Mets cap sideways,
Calvin Klein jeans.
Almost no onlookers were hurt
though the killers were children
and sometimes fired at random,
pulled in tight circles
by the weight of their silenced Glocks.
It was the first year of our marriage.
Eight months pregnant, you stumbled
from Charybdis to Cairo Palace,
hunting for cloves, anchovies, endives.
You had to gain weight.
I cooked vats of soup:
creme de sour cream,
bouillon with silver dollars of fat.
We took care never to mention
how happy we were
in those long evenings —
rented bedset, Levolor blinds,
blue sleet in a gilt-framed mirror.

At dawn another siren,
a woman rending her black veil,
struggling to find a seam
as the flashing light receded.
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Marianne Boruch
DOUBLE DOUBLE
Where my son once slept, now
I write. These stick-on stars
flood the ceiling's slant, take in
light all day. It's a glowing night of it
at night. Double double, my brother
scribbled awkwardly up there, in pencil. His doing.
He put the constellations here. Below these twins —
whatever double double means — four stars
make a box. And then the pale green bits trail off.
Heaven's shapes are weird.
Low, odd-angled room.
My son dreamt here — what?
Not even he remembers, his bedroom now
my old study, a trade
we made when he got too tall. In the house
next door, a baby cried non-stop
for years; older, that neighbor kid
still cries. And won't get in the car. Won't.
Never. And then he does.
And the car door slams.
I wait at this. And wait,
to clicks of sparrow, the tuneless
finch — my window's up. Write write! because —
I don't know. Birds close down
for a fine few seconds.
My brother's love was for
distant, burning places, my son's, simply
that the dark light up. But these stars
aren't stars. The ceiling
lies about it. This isn't endless space,
isn't the upper register of time where
timelessness is famous. Take a room.
Then quiet the world in there.
First, it's small.
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LITTLE FUGUE
Everyone should have a little fugue, she says,
the young conductor
taking her younger charges through
the saddest of pieces, almost a dirge
written for unholy times, and no,
not for money.
Ready? she tells them, measuring out
each line for cello, viola, violin.
It will sound to you
not quite right. She means the aching half-step
of the minor key, no release
from it, that always-on-the-verge-of, that
repeat, repeat.
Everyone should have a little fugue —
I write that down like I cannot write
the larger griefs. For my part, I
believe her. Little fugue I wouldn't
have to count.
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Jonah Winter
REDEMPTION
What you do is: present your ticket
to the man behind the frosted glass.
What you receive is: one city block
from Brooklyn in the 1950s,
an Italian family
playing cards at dusk,
an empty package
of powdered donuts and a park
in winter — your wealth, like snow,
accrues day to day
the moment you notice everything
is joined by air and exhaust fumes,
handshakes, itinerant
rivers of faces
and little pieces of paper
inscribed with forgotten messages:
I want to be taken care of.
I want the green angel
to take me under its wing
when the winds blow down from the North Pole.
I want the boatswain to smile
and point me to the observation deck:
comorants will scrape the waves
near the ship's hull,
the captain's eyes will turn to ice
by morning.
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THE MOMENT
your fingers curl toward the stars, fixed
by the nails of the crucifix,
the moment you accept this, and love
the thorns, their little holes,
the moment you love
your own blood
drained by the spear,
the moment you love
the dogwood that sags
with the weight of your hands,
the moment you love
your father, who is far,
farther than the last light
of the last house,
the moment you love
your flesh, the moment
you accept just being alone
with the stars...
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THE GARDEN OF CROWS
This is how the leaves unfold at dawn:
a prayer
for nothing's ear
far away,
an ochre field
recovering
its black dream.
***

I am small.
I am a small word
like and or the.
I am any
patch of grass
in the garden of crows.
I am barely audible, like a train
you hear at night,
like an attic you won't go into much,
like a gate to someone else's house,
like a town on a map, whose name you say.
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Helen Conkling
1933
Men walked out of cities, traveling in twos and threes
looking for empty cottages they could claim or buy cheap,
cottages close to a farmer who sold milk.
The ones who did find places took deep breaths again,
slept through the night again. And their children, exploring the woods
discovered trout lilies and the dark red trillium.
Those children wandered through fields
and ran fast sometimes to escape from galloping horses.
They scraped under barbed-wire fences
just in time and into the woods, where they lay on their backs
catching their breaths and watching a single leaf fall from high up
slowly turning all the way down.
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I KNEW AN ECCENTRIC
I once knew an eccentric electrician.
We had a lot in common.
He wrote poetry and I did.
We both liked pasta.
His poems were complex.
Reading them was like riding a funnel-shaped wind inward.
Finally, I said, "Don't show me any more of them
and don't keep talking about unknown galaxies
and how small we are.
I already know that," I said.
"And fragile," he added.
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Denver Butson
LATE AFTERNOON IN THE LIBRARY
these are not lullabies
nor were they meant to be
but for some reason
they are coaxing you into sleep
perhaps you should put them down
take off your glasses
and let yourself drift off
perhaps you will dream something
that makes a little more sense
than what you were reading anyway
there you go that's right
your eyelids are heavy and your tongue is slack
please be careful to place the book somewhere stable
or it might startle up when you fall
its pages like the white wings
of a bird flushed
by that snarling dog
coming at you from across the library floor
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INCIDENTAL BIRDS
this morning was shot in black and white
with a hand-held 16mm camera
I apologize to those in the front row
and those with tentative guts
this morning was directed
by the very old and soaked Buster Keaton
borrowed briefly
from the executors of his estate
and this morning had little funding I'm afraid
so the set is shabby and the crew surly
the extras are tired and underpaid
just my neighbors really
we used most of our budget
to buy coffee
and what was left over went to the can collector
to keep him from rattling his bags
during the crucial scene
the scene where everything suddenly makes sense
but we couldn't do anything about the birds
their sudden and sporadic unfurling
so we're going to have to use them
somehow
besides we can always edit them out
when morning jumpcuts into afternoon
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Nancy White
YOUR MOTHER STARTS TALKING
I am a long curtain

I am five
in the sun

brown pears on the counter

cold

I am this glass of water

ten times

the breath in your ear

I am fire

smaller than your wish

root to root

which creeps underground

thick as hay

that girl with long hair
her birthday the same
rain in warm wind

mouth

a yellow tile

of the silo
dragging

the tortoise

to shore

as you grind

the last hill before

knowing

a pirate feather

and reforms

the Sahara

I am not

sand

itself

across

your

not the

daughter

bleeding

hangnail

or the needle

I am not lies

and not the

been looking for

the state

not

that rills
not your creator

with yellow

not

or the fog

the germ

stacked neatly

black

for my spine

lost

the triple

not bricks

not a snake
Oregon

razor

I am not

not ice

diamonds

you are

pope's

in your nose
crown

snow

fierce-spattering

on the windshield
I am

I'm

as yours

the doctor brings closer
truth you have

not the farmer

receiving chemo or

fender you scraped

am not the

envelope am

not nor have ever

been traffic light

bird's nest

bottle of milk

football jersey

of the last game still
evil little holes
window glass
slip you forge
deposit vaults

the smell

caught up

in all those

I am not the
not the
I am
not the

plug not
permission
not a bank
city

of Jerusalem before during or after prayer
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straddling safety

EVE (REPRISE)
I passed jam you did not ask for
and you started getting mad.
But look: this time God's out
gathering useless, beautiful
horse chestnuts, fat leeches latched on
up to his knees, letting them feed
and getting easy and easy
in that godskin. Oh, so perforated
we are now and still
we cannot bend? I give up
helping you out of the bath
you never wanted anyway.
The answers turn
out to be selfish as leeches,
clean as God lying
flat in the sun, unharmable. There's the whistle,
calling. You know it's true.
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Erika Howsare
WOODBOOK
"As their skins dry to translucence,
the hollow centers at their necks close
tight, sealing them against spoilage."
—

The Joy of Cooking

I. Introduction to Vegetables
Berries are packets of blood on a string
and broccoli florets are flower buds.
Raised deprived of sunlight:
the yellow moons of their shells,
green stars floating on milk.
Brightness
seeps from steam.
Top and tail the bean, pulling
a curl of shrivel, an orchestra
of celery. Sometimes there will be
a soft white heart at the bottom:
cook's treat. Once there was just
the crimson beet, but now —

II. How to Proceed
I am born a darkling
watcher, tasting of scrape.
You respond to air and soil as warmly
as babyfood
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so it's easy to find the knifepoint.
Open to waterchange. Marble of torso,
the articulation of fingers, light buttons,
on skin's theoretical sky. In the driveway
a shadow under a leaf becomes a bird
which becomes a shadow. Secret corners
where mounds of leaves produce methane,
capillaries carve tiny shapes —
then we look up across bottomland,
broad and sycamore-fringed. A streaking dog
with a flag of white at the end of its tail.
The moon sails up and stops over treeline
for the third night in a row.
Now you snap when I fold you in half.

III. Restorative qualities
At dinnertime
a society of birds
is splayed through trees.
They spell a sentence
about the force that causes chromosomes
to line up inside a cell.
Sometimes what appears to be one
round shallot will be two half rounds.
Prepare a bath of leaping oil.
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Take a globe of meat
rubbed in gravel, cloves,
the clarity of regret.
Given that a coyote kills a calf
by nipping a piece of its tail
every day for seven days:
write a recipe
for what the calf should eat
on the morning of the seventh day.
Simply pull them apart.
As we separate days
by sleeping.
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Christopher Davis
INCEST

1.
Pretty brother, I bellyflop onto your grave
and I pray,
"Suffocate
under the weight
of this fat life."

2.
in the fireplace of a chimney made
from headstones, yellow daisies
blaze: later
he takes
a pink teacup rose, balances
it behind his ear: in his brain
a naked boy escapes
his embrace, passes
away to a place
beyond shame:
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A HISTORY OF THE ONLY WAR
At battlefields, I need to feel
alone, free
from my reenacting friends,
into the dusk-dark, leafy
everlasting
wound,
to taste, outside this
flinch-filled air,
the warm salty bone of my own thumb,
to grasp a gun,
to make it shoot
me in the mouth,
let freedom ring,
echoes of screams
floating closer
through those white
petals exploding,
through the limbs of dogwood trees,
every way at once
away from me.
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Radmila Lazic
MA SOEUR
He's snoring, my soeur.
I lie next to him,
Stare into the sky pockmarked with stars.
The adolescent moon that slowly floats
Like a rowboat after a storm.
All is quiet
Except inside me.
We are two islands in the same archipelago.
On one there's heat and exhaustion.
And on the other bones freeze, my soeur.
He drank me like a bottle of beer.
My love melted like a sugar cube
In the mouth. That's the way it was.
Many nights I lie like this,
Listening to the rain beat on my heart.
At times the wind entangles the branches.
At times, like now,
I wind the moonlight on my fingers.
Thaw memories like frozen vegetables.
For that, don't you agree, my soeur.
One doesn't need two people?
I drink black ink.
Black dye for black days, my soeur.
I stutter darkness while outdoors
The moon drips silver on the branches
From which my over-ripe longings fall.
If I only had the capacity
To scramble my innards out of anguish, my soeur.
To start singing about stars
That are burning out.
Or the sun rising out of the purple night
Like a young God out of sea waves.
O my sister in ink and yearning.
translated by Charles Simic
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My friend Joan took a picture once,
three nuns, all strangers in solid flowing white,
peering into the Grand Canyon, that
astonishing void. 1 see them
from the back, a hand just so, pointing.
A head tilted. There. And my eye, poor eye,
moves from one to the other to the other,
restless. And pleasure? The canyon's vast
and empty, and endlessly still. And so small,
my looking at their looking.
(from The History of The")

"Ever since her first book, View from thei
Gazebo (1985), Marianne Boruch hasi
been among our most formidable and I
thought-provoking practitioners of poet¬
ry. It is not that she is flamboyant ori
flashy, armored in theory or swimming
with a school. Her poems eschew the
need for stylistic eccentricity or fon
surface mannerisms. They are con¬
tained, steady, and exceptionally pre- j
cise. They build toward blazing]
insights with the utmost honesty
and care. And their quiet authority
brings readers back, sometimes.']
breathlessly, to examine theiq
reverberating centers and thein
luminous recognitions. How, we:
wonder, did she accomplish that!
so effortlessly? And the answen
arrives not far behind: through attention
craft, integrity, and vision."
— David Young
This new collection features twenty-five new poems and a generous
selection by the author from each of her four previous volumes View from the Gazebo, Descendant, Moss Burning, and A Stick that Breaks and Breaks
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